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Abstract Upcoming applications such as OLAP, DSS and object-relational DBMS stress the demand
for high performance and thus implicitly for efficient intra-query parallelism. In this paper, we evaluate
the data river paradigm that has been designed for the management of intermediate query result sets
that are produced as well as consumed by operators in a parallel database engine. We point out some
aspects related to this paradigm that have a serious impact on query processing and efficiency. In
addition we present an implementation based on a stringent modularization concept in combination
with a set of parameters that on one hand provide necessary flexibility and on the other hand contrib-
ute to significant performance improvements. Furthermore, based on a thorough performance analy-
sis we come up with a comprehensive set of parameter combinations that are recommended for spe-
cific situations covering the necessary spectrum of communication patterns typically found in parallel
database engines.

Keywords: Parallel Databases, Query Processing and Optimization, Resource Management

1. Introduction

The MIDAS project concentrates on optimization, parallelization and execution of queries coming from
such areas as OLAP, decision support systems (DSS) and digital libraries [CJ+97]. We use designat-
ed operators to support special query types [NJM97] moving into the direction to support user-defined
functions and object-relational queries [JM99, JM98]. In order to meet the demands w.r.t. perfor-
mance in these scenarios, efficient intra-query parallelism is indispensable.

The data river paradigm [Gr95, DeG92] has been devised to achieve inter- and intra-operator paral-
lelism between producing and consuming instances by means of special communication operators.
Meanwhile this concept is used in many (object-)relational PDBMSs under various synonyms, e.g. the
send/receive operators in DB2 UDB [JMP97, Ibm98], the split/merge operators in Gamma [DeG92],
or the Exchange operator in Informix Dynamic Server and Volcano [Grae94, Zo97, Inf98]. However,
in the course of validating our implementation of this concept, we have identified a set of parameters
that significantly impact the performance of parallel queries, in terms of speedup and resource con-
sumption. These parameters concern dataflow control, the granularity for data transport, as well as
specific measures to minimize overhead and thus increase efficiency. Based on this insight we devel-
oped a clean modularization of the data river paradigm that provides this set of parameters and that
resulted into an extensible approach covering the whole spectrum for communication found and need-
ed in parallel query processing. To our knowledge, there exists no other publicly available report deal-
ing with these aspects and its consequences at this level of parallelism and detail.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, we give an introduction to our testbed parallel da-
tabase system and provide the basic concepts and terminology concerned with intra-query parallel-
ism, thereby developing the primitives of the data river paradigm. Section 3 details our design and
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implementation of data rivers, coming up with a modularization and parameterization approach. As a
first summary, a set of parameter combinations is investigated that is recommended for specific situ-
ations covering the necessary spectrum for communication. Efficient embedding of the data river par-
adigm into query processing is discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 covers related work, while a
conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Issues in Intra-Query Parallelism

In this section, we present the terminology and concepts used for parallel query execution in MIDAS.

2.1 The Testbed Parallel Database System MIDAS

MIDAS (MunIch Parallel DAtabase System) is a prototype of a parallel database system running on
a hybrid architecture, comprising SMP nodes combined in a shared-disk manner [BJ96]. For portabil-
ity reasons we embedded the whole system into the Parallel Virtual Machine environment (PVM
[Ge94]). One major goal of our project is the design of an adaptive cost-based parallel query execu-
tion integrating scheduling and load balancing. In order to reach this goal, we had to solve two prob-
lems: first, at compile-time, the generation of a parametric parallel query execution plan (parallel QEP
or PQEP) and second, at run-time, the adaptive, parallel execution of this plan. The first task is per-
formed by the parallelizer TOPAZ [NM98a] that is implemented based on the Cascades Query Opti-
mizer Framework1 representing a cost-based and rule-driven approach. The parallelizer’s cost model
comprises besides CPU-costs also communication costs, memory usage, and disk accesses and it
supports inter-operator as well as intra-operator parallelism by means of pipeline and data parallelism.
The goal is to identify a parameterized PQEP, whose parameter ranges determine lower and upper
bounds on the reasonable degree of parallelism (DOP) and corresponding resource consumption for
the execution of the PQEP. This parameterized PQEP allows the run-time component, called Query
Execution Control (QEC), to derive individual PQEPs with fixed parameter values that are adjusted to
the run-time system state. Thus, QEC comprises the run-time responsibilities of load balancing,
scheduling, and resource allocation. It performs a fine-tuning of the PQEP and schedules different
portions of the PQEP to different execution units.

2.2 Basic Concepts and Notation

The MIDAS operators are self-contained software objects designed according to the iterator (or Open-

1. The Cascades Optimizer Framework [Grae95] is used in Microsoft’s SQL Server and Tandem’s NonStop SQL as well.
Due to space limitations, we will detail the strategies used by the parallelizer only as far as it is relevant to this paper.

→→

a) Iterators bundled together
to a sequential QEP

c) Execution view to a PQEP: blocks
mapped to execution units Bij as well as
data rivers Dk for communication

B2

B1

B3 B21 B22 B23 B31 B32

B11 B12

D1 D2

b) A logical view to pipeline
parallelism between blocks Bi

Fig. 1: From a Sequential QEP to Parallel Execution Using Blocks and Data Rivers
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Next-Close) processing model [Grae94]. In this model that is used also in object-relational DBMSs
[GB+96], queries are structured by bundling together the appropriate operators (iterators) into a QEP
(Fig. 1a). In a sequential DBMS, each QEP is processed by a single execution unit. In the course of
parallelization, this QEP is broken down into several subplans or blocks [TD93] (Fig. 1b) that define
the granularity or unit of parallelism [HS93]. In our earlier work [NM98a] we have shown that it is vital
to perform a cost-based analysis to identify the optimal granularity for parallelism, i.e. number of
blocks for a given query, number of operators within a block, and degree of parallelism assigned to a
block. This is achieved in MIDAS by the parallelizer TOPAZ. Some characteristics of PQEPs resulting
from this approach are the following:

• cost-related degrees of parallelism and adjusted block sizes saving scarce resources

• parameters allowing a fine-tuning of the execution plan to different application scenarios

• usage of all possible communication patterns to realize efficient intra-query parallelism.

2.3 Anatomy of the Data River Concept

As determined by the parallelizer and at run-time adjusted by the QEC, a block is assigned to one or
several execution units, according to its degree of parallelism. The flow of tuples among the various
execution units is organized by the concept of data rivers (D1 and D2 in Fig. 1c). This mapping sup-
ports data parallelism within a block as well as pipeline parallelism in between blocks. The data river
concept [Gr95, DeG92], based on split and merge of intermediate result tuple sets, is adopted also
by many (object-)relational DBMS as it complies best with the iterator concept for the operators. If
multiple producers add records to the same river that is consumed by several consumers, the river
consists of several parallel data streams. In this way, parallelism is transparent for operators or oper-
ator instances, as they still operate sequentially on these data streams that constitute the data river.

In Fig. 2 we detail the data river concept (data streams are visualized as black bars) to distinguish the
following basic communication patterns that comprehensively support intra-query parallelism:

• Pipelining: This is the most simple way of intra-query communication. In Fig. 2a left, the output of
producer B2 is consumed by consumer B1. In this case, the data river consists of a single data

stream. In the more general case, when consumer and producer have the same degree of paral-
lelism N, the corresponding data river consists of N distinct streams (Fig. 2a right).

• Replication: In this case, all consumer instances read the same input. In Fig. 2b left, a single block
produces a data stream, that is read by all consumer instances. In the more general case (Fig. 2b
right), N instances produce N data streams that are read by all consumer instances. Thus, for rep-
lication N data streams are necessary, N being the degree of parallelism of the producer block.

B12B11 B1M

Fig. 2: Communication Patterns Realized by Using Data Rivers
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• Partitioning: In Fig. 2c, the tuples produced by B2 are partitioned according to a given criteria and

written into the corresponding data stream that is read by an instance of consumer B1. In this case

M data streams are needed, where M is the degree of parallelism of the consumer block.

• Merging: In order to produce a final result, each producer instance fills a separate data stream with
its intermediate results (see Fig. 2d). These are read by the consumer which merges the tuples
coming from the different data streams according to the requirements for further processing (like
sort ordering etc.). Please note that another possibility would be to have a single data stream, that
is jointly filled by all producer instances. The disadvantage of this communication pattern is that the
merging has to be done on the producer side. Hence, any requirements for data stream properties
at the consumer side have to be taken into consideration already at the producer side. Moreover,
the producer instances cannot operate independently from one another. Thus the independency
issue, i.e. being self-contained processing objects, would not be satisfied for operators and opera-
tor instances.

• Repartitioning: Different degrees of parallelism or different partitioning strategies on both produc-
er and consumer side imply a repartitioning of the data as shown in Fig. 2e. For a N:M redistribution,
as each of the N producers write into M partitions, each mapped to a data stream, N x M data
streams are necessary to build this type of data river.

3. Implementation Concepts for Data Rivers

In the following we describe the design and implementation of the data river paradigm as developed
in the PDBMS MIDAS. Please note that in the logical concept presented in Section 2, there is no de-
pendency to any specific execution architecture. In this section, we concentrate on an implementation
concept for data rivers that preserves this independency to a large extent. Thereby, we identify the
following basic aspects of the data river approach: data flow, data partitioning and data merging. Each
aspect is implemented by a separate module and a set of parameters to offer maximum adaptability
to specific situations. Then extensibility measures to the data rivers concept are also valuable for
forthcoming hybrid heterogeneous architectures [NZT96, HFV96].

In the following we concentrate on this modularization approach and show the impact of the defined
parameters on performance. Thereby, a thorough performance analysis is conducted and a compre-
hensive set of parameter combinations is identified that are recommended for specific situations.

3.1 Communication Segments as a Concept to Implement Data Rivers

In order to organize the flow of intermediate and result tuples, the parallelizer equips each block in-
stance with two communication operators: send and receive. These follow the same iterator concept
as all the other operators thus hiding all particularities and implementation aspects of the data river
concept. Each block instance, excluding the top one, has as root a send operator, which transmits the
resulting tuples to one or more parent blocks. Many DBMSs use a special communication subsystem
for the implementation of the data river between the send and receive operators [BFG95, Zo97]. In
contrast, we decided to view a data stream as a special temporary relation mapped to so-called com-
munication segments (CS) that are handled by the storage system and by the database buffer man-
agement. CSs are temporary segments that are only visible inside a transaction and that are deleted
at the end of the query or transaction. The same kind of segments are used for instance by the sort
operator to store initial runs. Thus, send and receive are implemented to write (respectively to read
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from) CSs. With this concept of mapping each data stream to a CS, MIDAS uses the same model for
permanent and intermediate data sets. Additionally, the communication between consumers and pro-
ducers takes place in an efficient buffered manner.

MIDAS supports different data organizations within a CS. In addition to the very general notion of a
tuple stream floating from producer to consumer execution units, one can use appropriate data struc-
tures to improve the execution of both producer and consumer processing. For example, sorting (the
task of the producer) as well as sorted access (a consumer requirement) can be considerably simpli-
fied by a B-tree data organization of the CS representing the data stream; in addition, such a data
structure allows for direct and repeated access. Thus, by storing intermediate results in 1 or several
CSs, MIDAS allows the reuse of these results, a prerequisite to optimization for common subexpres-
sions as well as to multi-query optimization [Qi96, Se88].

With the concept of data streams mapped to CSs, we could realize all communication patterns nec-
essary for intra-query parallelism as described in Section 2.3. However, in order to make a certain
communication pattern executable several settings for data partitioning, data merge, or data flow have
to be provided. This will be discussed in the following subsections and exemplified by the QEP exam-
ples given in Fig. 3. Please note that in this representation, the operators bracketed by send and re-
ceive (recv) nodes are bundled together to a block. Blocks can have different degrees of parallelism
depicted as a sequence of overlapping operators. For simplification purposes, we omit the data rivers
and the associated data streams at the borders of a block, but we express the bundling of operators
within a block by connection lines. Most operators (e.g. the sort), show certain parameters that de-
scribe the operator execution in more detail, as e.g. memory allocation and management, sort param-
etrization etc. These parameters can also be adapted to the system state at run-time by QEC.

3.2 Control of Dataflow

In MIDAS, the granule of dataflow between execution units that communicate via CSs is a page or
alternatively a subpage, i.e. a fraction of a page, since MIDAS uses subpages for coherency control,
locking, as well as logging/recovery to reduce overhead [Li94]. Flow control is achieved by a page-
based locking scheme. For instance, consuming block instance(s) are stalled until at least one page
of their input data streams, i.e. CSs, is filled up by the corresponding producer. A local reader can
access the pages directly through the database buffer, so there is no need for memory copies. Oth-
erwise, the transmission of the page is achieved through (PVM) messages and by memory to memory
transfer. Each CS has a certain quota of buffer pages assigned to the producer. If this is exhausted,
one of the following dataflow control strategies are used, depending on the send operator’s parame-
ters that are set by the parallelizer or dynamically reset by the QEC:

• WRITEOUT: The “newest” page is written to disk. The rationale behind this decision is that the older
pages, that are still buffered, are the next to be read by the consumer.

• NOBUF: The original LRU replacement algorithm of the buffer management is used, hence no ex-
plicit quota has to be specified. However, in contrast to the WRITEOUT strategy, the CS pages may
be replaced due to any page request to the database buffer. According to the LRU strategy, in this
case the “older” pages are affected, although they are the next to be read by the consumer(s).

• WAIT: In this case the producer is stalled until the consumer requests more input.

Based on these definitions one can easily observe that WRITEOUT is just a NOBUF strategy restricted
by a fixed buffer quota and a FIFO replacement strategy; WAIT refers to a fixed buffer quota without
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any replacement, but with a hold request on the producer if the quota is exceeded. Obviously only the
NOBUF and WRITEOUT strategies refer to materialization, hence we call these send operators at some
places materializing nodes. If there is only one consumer instance (i.e. no replication or multi-query
optimization), a page can be deleted as soon as it is read. This is achieved by an additional parameter,
called readonce. Hence if this parameter is used in combination with WAIT, I/O can be avoided entirely.

3.3 Control of Data Partitioning

By streaming the output of one operator into the input of the other operator, the two can work concur-
rently giving inter-operator parallelism or pipelining. This is achieved by simply placing a send-receive
pair on any edge of a QEP. Thus, the QEP in Fig. 3a has been split up in 3 blocks that communicate
in a pipelining manner via CSs as described above.

Intra-operator parallelism in MIDAS is based on data partitioning. The splitting and merging of data
streams is performed by the send and receive operators as well. For each partition a separate CS is
created and filled by the send operator with corresponding tuples. In this way, each operator (or block)
instance processes one partition of the data. The strategies implemented are ROUND-ROBIN, HASH,
RANGE, and USER-DEFINED partitioning  [JM99]. The particular technique used depends on the type of
the operator that has to be parallelized. Thus the partitioning often has to keep track of the attribute
values, like in the case of hash- or range-based partitioning. An example is given in Fig. 3b. Here, the
sort operator has a degree of parallelism of 4, each instance processing a single partition of the initial
data streamAs in the case of sorting a value-based partitioning is not necessary, a round-robin strat-
egy has been chosen, indicated in Fig. 3b by the parameter RR[4] set for the send operator. The rea-
son for this choice is that round robin partitioning is cheap an prohibits data skew.

In Fig. 3c, an example for repartitioning is presented, where a change from DOP=3 to DOP=4 has to
be accomplished. As described in Section 2.3, for a N:M redistribution the data river consists of N x
M data streams, each mapped to a separate CS instance. Thus, in this example 3 x 4 = 12 CS are
used. For illustration purposes, in this example the send operator performs a hash partitioning on the
(first) sorting attribute, indicated by parameter H[4] [1] of the send operator .

3.4 Control of Data Merging

In order to combine several parallel data streams created by the send operator as described before,
the receive operator has to read from multiple CSs as well. The communication between send and

sel

group

recv merge[4]

send readonce nobuf

sort

recv

send RR[4] readonce nobuf

proj

rel

Fig. 3:  Forms of Intra-Query Parallelism in MIDAS
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receive can be based on polling or on a notification technique. In MIDAS, both alternatives are imple-
mented, the first one being the default mode and the second one being triggered by the NOTIFY option.
The decision on which mode to select is made by the QEC component, according to the relative costs
of the consumer and producer instances. If the consumer is slower than the producers a polling tech-
nique is beneficial since most probably the first request for data can already be answered. In the op-
posite case, the NOTIFY alternative is more favorable.

With respect to the order in which the data streams are read, the following alternatives are possible:

• MERGE: In this case, the CSs containing locally sorted data streams are merged into a final sorted
stream (see Fig. 3b and 3c).

• SEQ: Here one entire data stream is consumed before the next is worked on. As a side effect, a
sorted output can be produced directly from range partitioned and locally sorted data streams.

• ASYNCH: In this mode, the tuples are read in their order of arrival. The output is unsorted. In contrast
to the other modes presented, this one does not prescribe how the streams are merged. As soon
as any page is available it is subject to consumption. Hence, we call this a data-driven consumption
while the other two policies are called demand-driven.

3.5 Performance Measurements

With the concept presented, we could parallelize in MIDAS traditional and application-specific opera-
tors [NJM97]. This has been extended to user-defined functions [JM98]. In addition, parallel I/O is sup-
ported by new parallel scan operators that exploit specific storage structures and data fragmentation
as well as physical properties of the resulting data streams (e.g. sorting, partitioning etc.).

As shown until now, apart of the decision on where to place a send-receive pair, several parameters
related to the data river paradigm can influence the performance of a parallel execution plan. We have
investigated these aspects by using a 100 MB TPC-D database running on a cluster of 4 Sun-
ULTRA1 workstations with 143 MHz Ultra-SPARC processors and, for comparison purposes, also on
a Sun-SPARC20 SMP, having 4 processors, each 100 MHz, and 4 disks.

As shown in Fig. 4, we have used a simple query consisting of the parallel scan of the LINEITEM table,
performed by the pscan operator, followed by a grouping. In this scenario, the consumer subplan is
slower than the producers. Since the LINEITEM table is physically partitioned onto 4 disks, the parallel-
izer has chosen to set the degree of parallelism of the scan operator to 4 as well. We have executed
this query several times while modifying the receive modes. For each receive mode, the dataflow pa-
rameters of the send operator have been modified as well, as listed in the figure. Note that in the case

DATAFLOW MODE:
1 WAIT(10)
2 WAIT(1)
3 NOBUF

4 NOBUF NOTIFY

5 NOBUF SUBPAGE

6 NOBUF NOTIFY

SUBPAGE

7 WRITEOUT(10)
8 WRITEOUT(1)

52000

57000

62000

67000

72000

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Mode

ms

Asynchronously Sequential MergingReceive Modes:

sel

group

recv merge[4]

send readonce nobuf

pscan lineitem

Fig. 4: Example Query and Performance Using Different Dataflow Parameters (Cluster)
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of an ASYNCH receive the output is not sorted; we have only listed it here for comparison purposes.
The numbers in parenthesis show the buffer quota in pages for the WAIT and WRITEOUT strategies. The
SUBPAGE option indicates that instead of a whole page, only a fraction of it (here 1/4) is used as data-
flow granule. This leads to a finer granularity for the management of intermediate results, but also to
more overhead due to the increased number of messages. In Fig. 5a the same test series are per-
formed on the SMP machine, in Fig. 5b additionally using a noise factor as a constant load on the
same system environment (i. e. disks and processors) simulating a multi-user scenario.

In real-life queries, the plans are more sophisticated and usually split into more blocks using also rep-
lication. In order to analyze these scenarios as well, we have parallelized and executed 16 different
TPC-D queries on the above mentioned platforms. The receive mode parameters are determined by
the parallelizer once for each query and left constant while changing the dataflow parameters. The
average response times for the whole query set can be found in Table 1.

The results in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show that the ASYNCH receive mode produces the best performance,
except for the WRITEOUT strategy on the SMP platform, when only one buffer page is allocated for in-
termediate results. This is due to the fact that all producer instances, in this scenario being faster than
the consumer instance, have to spool their intermediate results to disk as soon as a page is filled up,
thus causing a high disk contention. However, although the ASYNCH receive mode shows good results
for all the other dataflow parameters analyzed, it is only usable if the final result doesn’t have to fulfill
any specific physical properties, as e.g. sorting. This property is only guaranteed by the other two (de-
mand-driven) receive modes. Here, an advantage of the SEQ receive strategy over the MERGE one can
be observed. This aspect is especially obvious for workstation cluster as the MERGE strategy generally
involves a slightly increased communication overhead. However, the SEQ case requires a range-
based partitioning on the sorting attribute. This constraint is not necessary in the case of the MERGE

strategy. Hence the sort operator can be bundled into a block also with operators that require a differ-
ent partitioning strategy than a range partitioning on the sort attribute (the details on block construction
can be found in Section 4.2). In this case the results of the block instances only have to be combined
by a MERGE receive node. Although several systems [Gr95] use only one (usually hash-based) parti-
tioning strategy, the above discussion confirms that various strategies should be used for different
problems.
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Asynchronously Sequential MergingReceive Modes:
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Fig. 5: Performance Using Different Dataflow Parameters (SMP)
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a) Single-user mode b) Multi-user mode
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As for dataflow control, these tests show that a synchronized communication between subplans, us-
ing the WAIT option, is always favorable, especially if enough buffer pages are available. For this strat-
egy, the difference between demand- and data-driven receive modes is also minimal. So why not use
this dataflow strategy, combined with a demand-driven receive, without being obliged to find solutions
for overflowing buffers as in the case of an ASYNCH receive and disk contention as in the case of ma-
terializing send operators? The answer is that although the demand-driven approach has the least
synchronization overhead and produces correct outputs w.r.t. physical properties, it sometimes can
produce deadlocks (see Section 4.1). One solution to this problem is the usage of an ASYNCH receive
in parts of the PQEP where this is possible, or the usage of materializing send operators, like WRITE-

OUT or NOBUF. Another important remark is that in the simple example query we used for this test, the
intermediate results have been read by a single consumer, making efficient garbage collection possi-
ble (readonce option). In this case the WAIT strategy eliminates completely the need for disk access
and thus leads to a good performance. If replication or multi-query optimization is used, more con-
sumers use the same intermediate results, hence these have to be materialized. In this case, the use
of the WAIT option doesn’t bring any remarkable benefits (see Table 1).

As expected in the example given in Fig. 4 (and Fig. 5) showing a slow consumer, the NOTIFY strategy
has a negative influence on performance, due to the increased number of messages. Hence in such
cases the (default) strategy based on polling should be used for communication between the send
and receive operators. Using a finer granularity for communication (i.e. the SUBPAGE option) is bene-
ficial e.g. on the SMP platform in a multi-user environment (Fig. 5 b); when the intermediate results
have to be communicated over the network, larger units are preferable (Fig. 4). From the two materi-
alizing send strategies, NOBUF seems to be a good compromise when WAIT cannot be used because
of deadlocks. However, the tests in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 have been performed in an environment with a
relatively large database buffer (1500 pages) that could be exploited by the NOBUF strategy. Column
2 and 3 of Table 1 show that the WRITEOUT strategy leads to a comparable performance even though
having less buffer pages. This is due to the FIFO replacement strategy.

3.6 Recommendations for the Parametrization of Data Rivers

The results of our performance analysis can be described by a comprehensive set of parameter com-
binations that are recommended for specific situations. These recommendations are summarized in
Table 2. In MIDAS, the parameters are first determined by the parallelizer, together with the decision
on where to introduce send/receive nodes. The parallelizer takes the cost model and system statistics
into account to find out which forms of parallelism provide optimal response time combined with min-
imal resource utilization. However, the outcome of this phase is only a preliminary result, as certain
parameters can be further modified by the QEC at runtime. This is important, because the results in
this section show that different parameters or parameter combinations are favorable, depending on
the runtime environment, such as the platform where a block is scheduled, available database buffer,

Table 1: Average Response Times for TPC-D Query Set (ms)

WRITEOUT(1)
1 USER

WRITEOUT(10)
1 USER

NOBUF

1 USER

WAIT(1)
1 USER

WAIT(10)
1 USER

WAIT(10)
2 USERS

NOBUF

2 USERS

SMP (4 x 100 MHz) 38713 38069 36615 35284 34824 61711 60123

Cluster (4 x 143 MHz) 23337 22472 22623 23794 23034 43724 41275
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current number of users etc. With this concept of parametric PQEPs we achieve the necessary flexi-
bility to be able to adapt in the best possible ways to these runtime situations.

Table 2 is structured as follows. The first column separates situations for which the other columns de-
termine the corresponding parameters. First, we discuss the scenarios where no special physical
properties are requested for the final stream. After this we present various situations that require a
sorted result. We continue with the parameter settings for replication. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to
identify the situations where the cost of the producer is higher than that of the consumer as well as
multi-user contexts in SMP environments.

Focusing first on the receive modes, we can conclude from Table 2 that the ASYNCH mode is favorable
for almost all situations. Exceptions are provided only by scenarios that require a sorted output.

The dataflow mode parameter in Table 2 is set by the QEC component (see Section 2.1) depending
in some situations on the available number of buffer pages. If there are enough pages available, a
dataflow mode that shows good performance in combination with a sufficiently large buffer quota as
e.g. WAIT or WRITEOUT, should be chosen. Otherwise, the NOBUF strategy is advisable, as this can
make use of buffer pages that are eventually freed at runtime, also by other queries.

Table 2: Parameter Combinations Recommended for Specific Situations

Situations
Receive
Mode

Parameter
Dataflow Mode Parameter

Data
Partitioning
Parameter

Result-
ing
stream
unsorted

• No special physical properties of
resulting or intermediate data
streams

ASYNCH  Buffer pages for communication
• sufficient available: WAIT

• else: NOBUF

ROUND-ROBIN

(no data skew)

• No special physical properties of
resulting stream

• Intermediate streams require
partitioning on certain attributes

ASYNCH Buffer pages for communication
• sufficient available: WAIT

• else: NOBUF

HASH

Result-
ing
stream
sorted

• No deadlock possible

• Partitioning on sort attribute possible

SEQ WAIT RANGE

(on sort
attribute)

• No deadlock possible

• Partitioning required on attributes R,
different from sort attribute

MERGE

(on sort
attribute)

WAIT HASH

(on attributes R)

• Deadlock possible

• Partitioning required on attributes R,
different from sort attribute

MERGE

(on sort
attribute)

Buffer pages for communication
• sufficient available: WRITEOUT

• else: NOBUF

HASH

(on attributes R)

• Deadlock possible

• Partitioning on sort attribute possible

SEQ Buffer pages for communication
• sufficient available: WRITEOUT

• else: NOBUF

RANGE

(on sort
attribute)

Replication ASYNCH Buffer pages for communication
• sufficient available: WRITEOUT

• else: NOBUF

REPLICATION

Cost of producer higher than that of consumer - in addition NOTIFY option -

SMP, multi-user environment - in addition SUBPAGE option -
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As for the partitioning parameters, we recommend a round-robin strategy for all cases where this is
possible, as this partitioning does not result into any data skew. In all other situations, the partitioning
has to keep track of the actual parallelization strategy.

Our practical experience showed that a buffer quota is necessary in any case. The size of the quota
has to be adapted according to general system state, i.e workload, and in accordance to the differ-
ence of the processing rate between consumer and producer blocks. Exactly for that reason our par-
allelizer builds blocks having similar processing rates (cf. [NM98a]). Our experiments showed that if
both producer and consumer processing rate are in the same range, a buffer quota of less than 10
proved to be sufficient.

4. Efficient Embedding of Data Rivers into Query Processing

In this section we introduce and discuss indispensable measures to improve parallel query execution.

4.1 Deadlock Situations Caused by Intra-Operator Parallelism

The dataflow granule in MIDAS is a page (see Section 3.2). As shown in Section 3.5, a synchronized
communication for intermediate results, using the WAIT option for the send operator, combined with a
demand-driven receive mode, is the most favorable parameter combination, if certain physical prop-
erties (e.g. sorting) of the final data stream are important. In this case, flow control has to stall produc-
er instances to prevent buffer overflow, as well as consumer instances until pages are filled up. These
waiting situations can produce deadlocks when intra-operator parallelism is used. The reason is that
intra-operator parallelism abolishes the tree structure of a QEP and thus can generate cycles.

In [NM98b], we have presented cyclic data dependencies that can lead to deadlock scenarios, e.g.
within data rivers, in between data rivers as well as caused by binary operators. The solutions to re-
solve these situations are based on a controlled introduction of non-blocking, i.e. materializing send
nodes along the data cycle. To avoid speedup degradation due to disk contention, this has to be done
in a cost-based manner, taking into account intermediate result cardinalities and operator costs. The
corresponding strategies, described in more detail in [NM98b], are incorporated into the parallelizer.

4.2 Reducing the Number and Size of Data Rivers

If each operator is parallelized separately, the granule or unit of parallelism is one operator. However,
this strategy is suboptimal for practical database execution plans. Especially object-relational or DSS
queries contain beside some expensive also several low-cost operators. With the above mentioned
strategy a data river is necessary for each operator in the QEP, even if specific operators don’t con-
tribute significantly to overall performance improvements. This leads to a loss of efficiency w.r.t. com-
munication costs and resource utilization.

Thus, in contrast to other strategies [GI97, GGS96], we incorporated into our model also the possibil-
ity of bundling together several operators into a single block, i.e. to perform several operators within
a single execution unit. The strategy is cost-based, as it accounts for operator costs, selectivities, and
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intermediate result sizes to determine block boundaries. Since mutually adjusted processing rates are
prerequisite to efficient pipelining [MD95], one goal is also to achieve mutually adjusted processing
rates among communicating blocks. Additionally, this strategy of building blocks by taking into con-
sideration the sizes of intermediate results and performing the required block partitioning where it is
most favorable, is an important instrument to reduce the size and number of data rivers and implicitly
reducing communication overhead as well.

The degree of parallelism of the resulting blocks is adjusted by the parallelizer to the actual block pro-
cessing costs, i.e. the sum of the costs of the constituting operators. This guarantees overall efficiency
and is in contrast to approaches used by other PDBMSs as e.g. choosing the same DOP for the whole
QEP or limiting the considered degrees to a few alternatives [BF97, Or98, JMP97].

To validate this approach, we have parallelized and processed 16 different TPC-D queries on the
same workstation cluster as in Section 3.5. In one test series small blocks have been used, in some
cases comprising only one operator, in the other series these blocks have been combined, adapting
the degree of parallelism of the final block accordingly. The results, summarized in Table 3, show that
cost-based block building combined with adapted degrees of parallelism throughout the PQEP con-
tributes significantly to obtain optimal speedups, in the same time reducing resource utilization.

4.3 Reducing the Number of Data Streams and Execution Units

In several situations, the insertion of a data river is not imposed by cost-based decisions, i.e. to reduce
response time by means of parallelization. For instance, if the partitioning strategies of two low-cost
operators are different, a data river has to be inserted merely for repartitioning purposes, although the
costs don’t justify a  parallel processing of the operators. To reduce the increased resource consump-

Table 3: Influence of Block Construction on Performance

(average over 16 TPC-D queries is reported) Small Blocks Combined Blocks

Avg. Execution Time (ms) 41686 23002

Avg. Speedup (vs. Sequential Execution) 2,4 4,34

Avg. Number of Execution Units 13.625 7.5

sel

recv merge[4]

send readonce wait K[10]

proj

group

sort

recv [4]

send H[4][4 5] readonce wait K[10]

proj

restr

rrscan

sel

recv merge[4]

send readonce wait K[10]

proj

group

sort

recv [4] local

send H[4][4 5] readonce wait K[10]

proj

restr

rrscan

Fig. 6: Executing send and receive Within the Same Execution Unit

Repartitioning
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tion in this case, i.e. number of execution units and the communication costs, we have implemented
the possibility to execute the send and receive operators within the same execution unit. Hence, the
need for a data stream between send and receive operator instances that are processed within the
same execution unit disappears. With this strategy, we deliberately renounce on parallel execution at
some points which don’t contribute to overall performance gains, thus saving resources.

As an example, consider TPC-D query Q1 (Fig. 6), parallelized for 4 processors and 4 disks. Here, a
DOP of 4 is used throughout the PQEP. However, the grouping requires an attribute-based partition-
ing, in this case hash, indicated by the parameter (H[4] [4 5]). Thus, a repartitioning is necessary, re-
alized by a data river of 4 x 4 = 16 data streams, leading to altogether 9 execution units. By bundling
together send and receive, the number of execution units is reduced to 5. In addition, 4 data streams
get substituted by communication within an execution unit, as visualized by the lines connecting inner-
block operators. Hence the data river is now constituted only of 16 - 4 = 12 data streams.

The validation of this approach, using all applicable TPC-D queries and the same test scenario as be-
fore, can be found in Table 4. The results clearly show that this strategy leads to an increased effi-
ciency, especially in a multi-user environment.

5. Related Work

Important research activities have been done in the area of parallel query optimization and execution.
However, most previous work uses simplifying assumptions or concentrates on specific architectures
and operator types that don’t cover the requirement catalog coming from real-life application scenar-
ios. In addition, language extensions or extensions to the database engine itself, as supported by ob-
ject-relational DBMS, are hard to accomplish. Thus parallelization in many cases is restricted to join
ordering in combination with restricted forms of parallelism [Has95] or is based on heuristics, as e.g.
in XPRS [HS93]. Here, the exchange of intermediate results is done through temporary tables, but
there is no discussion on how to organize these tables, which is one focus of our paper. Other ap-
proaches are highly specialized for specific, e.g. main-memory [BDV96] architectures or certain op-
erator types. Thus, some research concentrated on scheduling of joins that maximizes the effect of
specific forms of parallelism, elaborating concepts as right-deep [SD90], segmented right-deep
[LC+93], zig-zag [ZZS93] and bushy trees [WFA95]. Although these strategies have achieved good
performance for specific scenarios, they rely on the hash-join execution model and thus cannot be
applied in a straightforward way to complex queries holding any kind of operators.

The most similar approach to the MIDAS execution system in a shared-memory environment is Vol-
cano [Grae94]. Here, intermediate results are managed by a buffering control mechanism based on
semaphores. Volcano adopts only a data-driven dataflow between the subplans, while having a de-

1. While comparing the results please note that the workstations in the cluster have more processing power than the SMP.

Table 4: Benefit of Execution Unit Combination

(average over applicable TPC-D queries) Separate Execution Units Combined Execution Units

Avg. Number of Execution Units 6,6 4,7

SMP avg. Execution Time (ms) - Single User 38985 35565

SMP avg. Execution Time (ms) - 2 Users 60136 52699

Cluster avg. Execution Time (ms) - Single user1 30171 26765
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mand-driven approach within a subplan. Processes needed for the execution of subplans are forked
dynamically through the Exchange operator. This again results into an architecture-specific solution.
To reduce the number of processes, the Exchange operator was extended to run within a process’
operator tree (similar to our approach described in Section 4.3), thus making inter-process communi-
cation demand-driven, too. The author claims this makes flow control obsolete. However, we cannot
support this statement, as in the course of redistribution, the Exchange within a process also provides
input for other processes, that can overflow. As shown in 4.1, this leads to a high deadlock probability,
an issue that is not discussed in the Volcano paper. Furthermore, no experimental results are present-
ed, which makes the developed techniques hard to be analyzed or to be compared to other approach-
es.

The Gamma prototype [DeG92] uses the split and merge operators in a similar way as MIDAS uses
the send and receive operators. Apart from this, the query execution system of Gamma is quite differ-
ent to ours, as it doesn’t allow multiple operators to be processed within the same process. Later work
[BFG95] has shown that this mechanism generates too many processes. Despite this result, the as-
sumption that each operator is parallelized independently and the output of an operator being always
repartitioned to serve as input to the next one is still the basis of more recent models [GI97, GGS96].
However, our results in Section 4.2 show that the optimal degree of parallelism of a set of operators
differs from the optimal degree of parallelism of each separate operator, as in this way repartitioning
can be avoided and larger blocks can be constructed, thus saving resources.

As for commercial databases, Informix Dynamic Server [Zo97, Inf98] uses some Volcano concepts
for the query execution system. A special operator is used to pipe intermediate results from one set
of operators to initiate another set of operators. A special dataflow manager is used to provide flow
control and avoid spoolings to disk and probably also deadlocks, an issue not discussed there.

In DB2 UDB [Ibm98, JMP97, BFG95], the intermediate results are managed by so-called table
queues that connect subsections of a plan. Only one (hash-based) redistribution strategy is used. But
the major difference to MIDAS is that there is no synchronization between the sender and the receiv-
er. The disadvantage of such a pure data-driven approach is that a special communication subsystem
has to be implemented, that guarantees the correct order of arrival and the materialization/dropping
of messages. Our measurements in Section 3.5 also show that the communication costs for such an
approach are higher than in a synchronized communication. That is why in MIDAS we combine both
methods, using the demand driven approach whenever possible and materializing only to avoid dead-
locks. Another distinction to MIDAS is that the degree of parallelism of an operator is mainly deter-
mined by the partitioning of its inputs, while in MIDAS this is calculated according to the actual cost
of the operator or the block the operator belongs to.

The Nonstop SQL/MX Database [Ta97] uses split and collect nodes for data partitioning that are sim-
ilar to our send and receive nodes, except that only hash distribution is supported. To our knowledge,
there exists no publication describing flow control mechanisms or resource management strategies.
The degree of parallelism is chosen according to heuristics, like total number of processors, or num-
ber of outer table fragments for hash joins. In Oracle8 [Or98] multiple relational operators can be pro-
cessed within the same process, but parallelism is limited to a 2-process depth at a time. Another sim-
plifying aspect is that only one pre-determined degree of parallelism is used throughout the plan. This
degree of parallelism can be only overridden by system limits and user hints. This approach of a uni-
form degree of parallelism for the entire PQEP is also adopted by Teradata [BF97], but proves to be
suboptimal as confirmed by our experiments and performance analysis.
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6. Conclusions and Outlook

In this paper we have presented and evaluated our approach to efficient management of intermediate
query results in parallel database engines. Intra-query parallelism has been achieved by implement-
ing the data river paradigm using communication segments. We have analyzed the importance of cer-
tain aspects in this paradigm, like dataflow control, partitioning, and merging of data streams as well
as the granularity used for communication. Furthermore, we have shown how this paradigm can be
significantly improved by block construction, cost-related degrees of parallelism and combination of
execution units. We have pointed out the importance of these concepts towards achieving optimal
speedup with minimal resource consumption. We have shown that the approach adopted by most
commercial DBMSs of choosing a uniform degree of parallelism for the whole PQEP results in less
efficiency, especially in forthcoming applications, like OLAP and parallel object-relational DBMS,
where the operator costs in a plan can differ significantly.

All the above mentioned considerations have been incorporated into our rule- and cost-based paral-
lelizer TOPAZ. Moreover, our approach to parameterize a PQEP allows to adapt important perfor-
mance indicating parameters to the existing runtime situation. Since our data river implementation
perfectly fits into state-of-the-art parallel database engine, any functional extensions to relational data
processing (as e.g. recursion, (set-oriented) triggers, user-defined abstract data types, user-defined
functions and user-defined tables) as being discussed for example in the object-relational context can
still benefit from our approach in case of parallel processing. Even if the herein mentioned communi-
cation patterns do not suffice for some particular extension, we are still confident that new communi-
cation patterns can be easily reflected within our data river approach, because of its modularization
issues. As for future work, we plan more experiments concentrating on OLAP and DSS scenarios as
well as on object-relational test cases.
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